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Abstract— In the last few years extensive efforts have been done
to consolidate the manifold network environments. The needed
services are integrated in a clearly arranged network and thus,
decreasing costs and personnel overhead.

Research in network and distributed systems security has pro-
vided significant contributions for well-known security problems.
However, this is mostly done on the cost of expense, scalability
and performance.

In this paper, we discuss the limitation of current security
mechanisms in heterogenous networks and present a general-
purpose security framework for integrated networks which
overcomes with the shortcomings of the present situation.

Index Terms— Integrated Networks, Multilayer Security,
Cryptography

I. THE QUEST FORUNIFIED SECURITY

The operating environment of military networks has
changed drastically during the last decade. NATO and its
member nations are continuously rationalizing their communi-
cation capabilities [1], making them more flexible and suited
to respond to the need for fast, (both large and small) deploy-
ments. In this context, several networks with different technical
characteristics are employed. Satisfying the requirement for
secure multi-services in such environments has become an
even greater challenge than in the past.

However, the challenge of a general-purpose, multi-services
and integrated network has been already taken up by the ATM-
based B-ISDN.

Many technical and industrial contributions favor an IP-
based concept for an integrated network, where all services
are delivered above the IP-layer and all data is encapsulated
within IP-packets. Where this enables cross-domain mobility,
there is, for several years, a debate whether IP is a suitable
choice as a general-purpose packet-oriented communication
protocol. The major argument against IP is the absence of
any quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees. Particularly, when
delivering services, which require a constant bit rate, e.g. voice
or video, QoS becomes essential.

There are many proposals for providing QoS especially in
military networks (see [2]), mainly based on the DiffServ and
IntServ models, even for upcoming wireless networks (see [3])
and with real-time support [4], [5].

However, most of the proposed approaches only solve parts
of the problem but pay no attention to the difficulties of
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securing real-time services like voice and video without affect-
ing their QoS. Further problems are due to changes in tech-
nological developments and user requirements. Traditionally,
interoperability has been achieved through the development of
interoperable communications equipment that operates over a
homogeneous transport infrastructure. Thus, most of security
mechanisms in classified networks implement link layer secu-
rity, e.g., encryption and data integrity. The link layer approach
achieves better reliability and efficiency in terms of computing
and bandwidth capacities. However, current developments in
communications technologies (CDM, TDM, IP, ATM, etc.)
have fragmented the infrastructure. This has resulted not
only in non-interoperable solutions, but also pointed out the
deficiencies of the link-layer approach: firstly, cross-domain
mobility cannot be provided at link-layer. Secondly, services
in integrated networks should be technology-independent and
thus, realizing end-to-end security at link-layer is a difficult
task in an heterogenous network environment.

We propose a security framework for integrated networks
that both ensures secure end-to-end communication in an
heterogenous network environment and provides the essen-
tial QoS requirements for real-time services delivery. The
proposed framework represents a fundamental shift in the
traditional paradigm. In place of the development of indi-
vidual secure communication products that are designed to
interoperate between themselves, the approach defines a secure
interoperable architecture that allows any participant with
probably different trust base to build interoperable solutions
to a common set of architectural and protocol standards. By
using this approach, strategic planners are able to interoperate
seamlessly with their forward deployed tactical forces as well
as to more readily communicate with both their allies and
national civilian government counterparts.

Moreover, it minimizes costs by exploiting the rapidly
evolving commercial investment in state-of-the-art COTS in-
frastructures (i.e. cellular). This strategy, coupled with com-
mon protocols, ensures that interoperability with legacy sys-
tems is maintained.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section
II we analyze the security and functional requirements of the
security framework, describe the problems that occur in the
considered context and sketch related work. In Section III,
we present the proposed architecture and discuss the main
mechanisms in Section IV. Last but not least we consider
implementational aspects in Section V and conclude with an
outlook of further research in Section VI.
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II. REQUIREMENTSANALYSIS

A. Security Requirements

Traditionally, “security” of a system is related to its ca-
pability to enforce a given security policy. The used mech-
anisms can be grouped into access control and information
flow control, while the underlying security objectives can be
grouped into the main categories confidentiality, data integrity
and authentication:

Access Controlmanages rights of subjects to objects. The
general way to model an access control policy is to define an
access control matrix:

S ×O ×R → {true, false}

with the set of all subjectsS, the set of all objectsO and
the set of all rightsR [6].

Information Flow Control.While access control facilities
manage rights between subjects and objects (information
containers), information flow control facilities control real
information flows between subjects and objects [7], [8]. E.g.,
in military applications, allunauthorizedflows of information
has to be prevented.

Confidentialityis the main security target and means the ser-
vice used to keep the content of information secret from all but
those authorized to have it. Besides the classic confidentiality
of the payload data, the security policy can also define “meta-
information” such as time of emission, classification level,
final destination address etc. as confidential. Then, hiding these
information becomes also an important and challenging task.
Establishing confidential ad hoc-links to some unknown-entity,
e.g., using collaborative key-agreement protocols like Diffie-
Hellman, is somewhat tricky and can only provides secrecy
against passive attacks.

Data Integrity and AuthenticationAuthenticity is the prop-
erty of being genuine. For a message, authenticity is equivalent
to integrity of both the message content (data integrity) and of
the message origin, and possibly of other meta-information.
To assure data integrity, one must have the ability to detect
data manipulation by unauthorized parties. This is not feasible
without allocation of additional bandwidth.

B. Functional and Usability Requirements

However, the most secure network is of no use if the
fundamental usability requirements with respect to the envi-
ronment are not provided. Henceforth, the main task is to
design a framework that both guarantees the indispensable
security requirements and provides the necessary usability
and functional requirements. Below, we present an overview
of requirements that are, especially in classified or military
environments, of remarkable relevance.
Cross-Domain Mobility and Seamless Hand-over:Not only
the deployment of network gateways divides the network into
many domains. Classic domain borders are cells of mobile
telecom or wireless local-access networks. Other dividing lines
tear domains into networks with different environments, e.g.,
in strategic and tactical (network) domain, with different at-
tacker capabilities and trust requirements. Also, networks with

different protocol-cores like ATM-based or IP-based networks
comprise different domains. Users are prone to roaming across
multiple geographically and organizational adjacent domains.
Throughout the paper the term “domain” refers to an unique
local access network with characteristic security requirements
and attacker capabilities, (semi-)autonomous management and
enforcement of different (security) policies.
Additionally, in a military network environment nodes are
highly mobile under dynamic network conditions. Thus, in
this environment mobility management is needed to ensure
that nodes can be located quickly and packet delivery operates
properly in the presence of mobility of nodes, networks
without affecting the ongoing multi-media session.
Thus, seamless hand-over is an important feature, protecting
the user from taking notice during any roaming between
adjacent domains. Particularly, the current user’s security and
multi-service environment are kept invariant and thus, enabling
an automatic and high-mobility facility, e.g., for mobile mili-
tary units or even whole headquarters transfered to the theater.
Efficient Cross-Domain Support: Domains of similar net-
work characteristics are treated as realm [9]. Any network
application may communicate across multiple realms. This
puts an additional burden on the security infrastructure of
integrated networks requiring it to be able to adapt to envi-
ronments with scarce resources in terms of power, bandwidth
and jamming-freeness and evolve once more resources become
available. Other resources are inherent in the device, e.g.
computing performance and size. Various environments could
be characterized by different transmission technologies like
wireless and protocols.
Thus, it is inevitably to optimize the employed security mech-
anisms (schemes and protocols) in terms of efficiency, ro-
bustness and fault-tolerance, providing universal and scalable
efficiency to realize the stipulated security requirements inside
each domain as well as between different realms.
Whereas some researchers argue that security gaps are intro-
duced whenever data packets have to pass through different
network realms [10], we propose a framework that enables a
rupture-free connection with end-to-end security.
Multi-services Requirements:A basic concept of integrated
communication networks like ISDN or ATM is to support
the uninterrupted delivery of various services, e.g. data, voice
and video, and thus, providing an adequate Quality-of-Service
(QoS).
Depending on the application QoS is an essential parameter,
especially in tactical networks: Digital battlefields have differ-
ent settings from the existing communication networks and the
constantly-changing tactical environment may demand many
real-time needs in both data collection and data delivery [11].
Talking about QoS with regards to security, two mainly
orthogonal matters are considered: Firstly, data payload has
different priority and thus, some packets should have an higher
claim on network resources than other packets. Furthermore,
there are requirements for multi-level priority and preemption
as discussed in [12], [13]. Because of the importance of QoS
in military environments, many proposals for Military oriented
QoS (M-QoS)-mechanisms [14] have been made on the past
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few years.
Secondly, real-time applications delivering voice, for instance,
requires a short and constant packet delay. Both requirements
of the transmission technology as well as th delivered service
have to be considered carefully. Roughly speaking, one could
remark that, it is a good practice that the employed security
schemes should not affect the QoS more than the transmission
technology does itself.
Today’s security suites do not take QoS into consideration
in an appropriate manner: Either special, adapted and non-
inter-operable security mechanisms are employed, e.g., in
GSM, ISDN or ATM encryption devices or a completely
general-purpose security suite like IP-Sec or TLS is employed
disregarding the requirements of that services like low delay
or small packeting.
Transparency Condition: The end-to-end paradigm treats the
network as a passive, packet-delivery system that may use the
lower-layer headers in the packet routing or a circuit-switched
system providing a virtual path with out-of-band signaling, but
should never change the upper-layer portions of the end-to-end
packets or link.
This paradigm should be maintained while employing security
gateways at domain borders.
This puts high demands on the used cryptographic schemes,
some security mechanisms like integrity-ensuring schemes
could not deal with this restriction at all.

III. B ASIC CONCEPT: MULTI -LAYER SECURITY

ARCHITECTURE

Basically, we propose a multi-layer security architecture for
integrated networks that ensure secure end-to-end communica-
tion in an heterogenous network environment. Moreover, the
design provides efficient cross-domain mobility, multi-services
requirements, transparency and multi-level security.
Layer-Independent Framework: Today’s security suites and
protocols are developed for certain communication protocols
allocated inherently to selected layers (according to the OSI-
reference model). For instance, IP-Sec protocol-suite encrypts
and authenticates the payload within IP packets at the network
layer while the popular TLS security suite allocates its security
mechanisms at the transport layer and thus enabling even
authenticated sessions. Other security protocols renounce end-
to-end security, and employ only link-layer security like many
wireless security protocols, e.g. IEEE802.11 WEP.
The link-layer approach is appealing due to technology-
adapted and high efficient mechanisms which are often im-
plemented in hardware, requiring less CPU performance. On
the other hand, the higher-layer approach provides end-to-end
security and independence from communication-protocol and
transmission technology.
To dissolve the deficiencies of the single-layer approach
we propose a multi-layer alternative in which the security
mechanisms are allocated at different layers controlled by the
management plane of the security framework.
Thus, both link-layer security mechanisms and higher-layer
mechanisms are combined giving rise the benefits of both
approaches.

Collaborative Link Layer Protection: The collaborative link
layer protection is part of the multi-layer architecture and
incorporates essential security mechanisms into the link-layer
featuring stable performance and efficiency, e.g. the ciphering
mechanisms.
Multi-Layer Integration: Actually, common security suites
operate on one layer without collaborating with other protocols
or suites on other layers. As a result, double encryption or
even triple encryption en route may happen to application
payloads. That incurs considerable processing overhead both
at the devices and the gateways.

Basically, the proposed architecture“Unified Security for
Real-Time Communications”(UniSeT) integrates QoS-critical
security services like encryption, data integrity and label
processing on top of layer one while the non topical security
services like entity authentication and key exchange (which
are also necessary for encryption and data integrity) are
implemented in the upper layer of the OSI reference model.

Fig. 1. Arrangement of the security framework

A. Vertical Allocation of the Security Services

More generally, the security mechanisms are mainly ar-
ranged within two groups:

Lower-Layer Security Services (LLSS) include all mecha-
nisms that apply to the payload data. Typical LLSS are payload
encryption, integrity and data origin authentication schemes
and label processing for enforcing information flow control.
The LLSS are adapted to the basic communication protocol.
Higher-Layer Security Services (HLSS) group session-
oriented security mechanisms that are independent from the
particular transmitted data. E.g., schemes for entity authenti-
cation, key-exchange protocols and security policies including
access control and information flow policies. Therefore, the
HLSS are general-purpose. Furthermore, they include the
security management of the framework.

The core element of the security framework is the manage-
ment plane, controlling each of the HLSS, the LLSS and the
Security Signaling Protocol, SSPaccording to a mandatory
security policy as shown in Fig.1
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The main task of the SPP is to exchange the signaling in-
formation that are necessary for providing end-to-end security
services.

To satisfy the transparency condition and to enable the
implementation in current network infrastructures, SSP and the
HLSS are implemented either using an end-to-end out-of-band
or in-band connection. Also, they need a reliable connection
similar to the data exchange protocol and should be therefore
placed above the transport layer.

B. Horizontal Allocation of Security Services

The relationship between HLSS and LLSS is 1-to-n, i.e.
one HLSS-instance can serve several LLSS-instances. Thus,
there are two possibilities for placing the security services:

Firstly, all security services are placed in the same device.
While the HLSS act system-wide each communication in-
terface is provided with its own LLSS. That enables cross-
domain mobility. E.g., a mobile device connected via its GSM-
interface to some other entity, say in the Internet, could change
seamless to its Wireless-LAN interface still using the same
session with its parameters, keys etc.

Secondly, both security services groups are distributed over
different devices and connected via the available communi-
cations stack. For instance, when building a virtual private
network (VPN), i.e., tieing corporate networks and terminals
together, a mandatory security policy have to be enforced
at the domain borders by security gateways. Because the
probable heterogenous corporate network employs different
technologies, e.g., an ISDN telecommunication network and
an Ethernet-based data-network, several gateways are used.
Thus, it is reasonable to have a (physical or logical) domain-
wide Management Unit (MU), performing the HLSS whereas
the LLSS act directly at the domain borders.

Anyway, the communication between HLSS and the LLSS
instances have to be secured: In the first case, by enabling an
secure inter-process communication. Both, HLSS and LLSS
have to be trusted processes (see also V-C). In the second case,
e.g. by using efficient symmetric techniques for encryption and
data authentication which could be integrated very efficiently
even in embedded systems. However, there are no critical real-
time or QoS-requirements.

The main trust source of the system is theTrust and Policy
Management Unit (TPMU), which defines security policies
and classify both objects and subjects and thus, define trust
domains. The TPMU could be part of a hierarchical trust
system.

IV. SECURITY SERVICES

The modular architecture provides the ability to include
any number of different cryptographic algorithms (within the
constraints of the protocols) to allow many trust domains with
distinct cryptographic suites such as NATO, national, UN or
other coalition forces, etc. without concern over interference
or other co-habitation issues.

The logical alignment of security mechanisms to different
layers makes it obvious to address the encryption services

by adopting the common hybrid encryption paradigm:cryp-
tographic key exchangeis performed by the first system to
provide all participants with same private session keyk. Then
the data is encrypted by the second scheme usingk.

A. Authenticated Key Exchange

The key exchange is performed within the HLSS by the
respective module, which acts above layer 5 as mentioned
earlier. Therefore, it is conceivable that the SPP messages
are delivered over an packet-oriented connection-less network
while the encrypted data of a real-time application is de-
livered over an connection-oriented circuit-switched network.
The key-exchange servicecould be delivered using additional
network resources i.e. by setting up a new connection (out-of-
band) or using the same channel (in-band) by postponing the
channel availability (time multiplexing). The first alternative
one would use in networks with dynamic allocation of band-
width like ATM-networks while for fixed-bandwidth systems
like ISDN the second alternative is rather used.

B. Encryption

Theencryption serviceis done in terms of the OSI-reference
model at the top of layer 1 (as part of LLSS) and could be im-
plemented very efficiently in hardware using ASIC or FPGA-
chips (see [15], [16]) as shown in Fig.2. That guarantees less
in delay and computing resources.

Layer1-Chips

(E.g.,  ISDN,

Ethernet, ...)

Signaling-HW

E.g., DSS1

(RED)

SW-based-Part

of Crypto
(E.g., Blockcipher, MoO)

HW-based-Part

of Crypto (FPGA)
(E.g., XOR, shift-register)

(BLACK)

LLSS

Interface to
Management Plane and HLSS

Hardware-based

Layer1-Chips

(E.g., ISDN,

Ethernet, ...)

Software-based

Driver
of Comm.-

Modules

Fig. 2. Hardware-supported design of LLSS

Nevertheless, there are a lot of issues that have to be
recognized in the context of telecomunications networks. Par-
ticularly it turned out that stream ciphers (or block ciphers
used in special block modes like CFB) suits much better the
requirements of real-time applications than block ciphers. For
instance, the cipher feedback encryption mode (CFB) that
turns a block cipher into an appropriate stream cipher allows
the transmission of units shorter than the block-cipher lengths
(and which is necessary in short-framed networks like ISDN)
to be encrypted and sent without delay and message expan-
sion. Furthermore, it provides robustness by the capability of
resynchronizing after loss of transmission units (e.g. frame
slip). However, stream ciphers like CFB are inefficient in
such applications since for every transmission unit, regardless
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how short, a call to the block cipher is needed, e.g., for
encrypting ISDN payload with 128-bit AES the efficiency only
comes to 6,3% which is very unsatisfying. A possible solution,
Optimized Self-Synchronizing Mode of Operation OCFB, [17]
enables both optimal efficiency and robustness.

C. Integrity and Data Authenticity

Incorporating integrity schemes and related data authentica-
tion mechanisms into the framework is much more difficult.
In principle, without allocating additional bandwidth there
is no possibility to embed the authentication information in
the payload. However, there are several possibilities to cope
with this problem. Firstly, one can simply request additional
bandwidth from the network. This is an obvious possibility
in packet-oriented networks like IP or ATM. Note, that this
additional capacities only needs minimal QoS requirements.
Secondly, one can compress the plain-text on-the-fly before
encrypting and thus, make additional bandwidth available.
This is only possible if the plaintext has a lower entropy than
the communication channel. That solution seems to be oppor-
tune, e.g., while encrypting voice over fixed channels like in
ISDN networks. Another promising possibility is embedding
the integrity information in the encoded speech signals [18].

D. Information Flow Enforcement

The ability to enforce a given security policy, and to
dynamically adapt enforcement rules to new requirements,
has for a long time been a goal of interest of the military
and many organizations. Obviously, a multi-purpose security
framework for integrated networks should be flexible enough
to support different security policies, e.g., Chinese Wall [19]
or Multi-Level Security [20]. Since in critical applications,
all unauthorizedinformation flows have to be prevented, not
only access rules but also information flow rules have to be
enforced.

Practice has frequently shown that some functions of a
secure system always have to be able to bypass access control
or information flow rules. E.g., a network packet encryption
facility uses information of the input packet to generate a
plaintext header of the output header – leading to a deliberated
information flow.

Rushby introduces in [21] the idea of a separability kernel
containing of trusted processes that are allowed to bypass
security rules. This idea can simply be transferred to a se-
curity framework (see Figure 3): a small number of trusted
components (security gateways) separate different terminals
or domains from each other. Since security gateways are the
only components that can bypass security rules, the correct
enforcement of security policies does not depend on the correct
behavior of untrusted terminals and users. Obviously, enforc-
ing a security policy is only meaningful ifall communication
channels, e.g., ISDN, ATM and IP, can be controlled by one
integrated framework.

Fig. 3. Security gateways separate domains of terminals at their network
boundaries. Trusted terminals are explicitly allowed to break the domain-
specific security policy.

V. SECURITY GATEWAYS

Regarding the physical allocation of the services, the frame-
work provides two different realizations of the security gate-
way: dedicated hosts and a software-based implementation.

A. Dedicated Hosts

A security gateway that is implemented as a dedicated host
connects two segregated networks with different trust domains,
while the transparency property is provided by ensuring that
security gateways enforce the security policy but do not affect
the routed data otherwise.

In order to avoid misunderstandings, we point out that
the dedicated host security gateway should not be mixed up
with a media-gateway. A media-gateway ties different realms
together. For instance, the wireless-LAN access point links the
wireless realm with the IP-network. The payload arrives at
the gateway as secured (or unsecured) data, e.g., as ciphertext
(or plaintext resp.), and the task of the latter is to perform
the media- and protocol-transformation without affecting the
included security mechanisms. The media-gateway is not
an implicit part of the security framework, but in order to
design a universal framework one has to understand how such
gateways work and to minimize the effects on the used security
mechanisms.1

B. Software-based

Alternatively, security services of the security gateway can
be implemented as part of the software stack (e.g., operating
system) of a client. A software-based implementation has
three important advantages: first, it is required whenever the

1In some cases it is useful with respect to efficiency to combine Media-
Gateways and security gateways. In this case, the Media-Gateway is simply
an additional module within the UniSeT-Architecture.
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controlled unit is not part of a fixed network, e.g., when using
mobile equipment like notebooks, mobile phones or personal
digital assistants. Second, the use of software-based security
gateway makes sense if only a single unit has to be protected.
Third, a software-based realization makes modifications of the
network or trust topology more flexible.

Moreover, if the software implementation is based on a
secure operating system, it is possible not also to enforce
security policies on a host basis, but also on an application
basis. E.g., an operation system with multi-level security
capabilities allows two applications of different trust domains
to be executed in parallel on the same machine.

C. Increasing the Trustworthiness of Security Gateways

While research on protocols, cryptography, languages, user
interaction, etc. has provided solutions to a wide range of
security related problems, all these solutions depend on the
security of the underlying system, especially the operating
system. While the integrity of host-based security gateways
can be protected by the IT-environment, e.g., walls, locks and
doors, conventional operating systems like Microsoft Windows
or Linux lack in dependable mechanisms to support security
policies. In addition, architectural weaknesses and the inherent
insecurity resulting from complexity, make common operating
systems insufficient for top-security applications, e.g., for pro-
cessing secret or top secret classified data. Moreover, common
hardware and software architectures do not provide adequate
mechanisms, likesecure booting, that are required to enforce
security policies even if local users are untrusted.

There are different approaches to increase security of oper-
ating systems: common approaches like SE-Linux [22] and
SINA-Linux used by the German Security Agency (BSI)
enhance the security by tempering a common Linux operating
system. Since the complexity and size of these systems is still
very high, we pursue to reduce complexity by another, micro-
kernel based, approach.

The PERSEUS architecture [23] separates the security-
critical hardware from the remaining software system (includ-
ing the conventional operating system) and defines two classed
of applications, untrusted and trusted.

Although the security of the conventional operating system
(which is now only a task of the PERSEUS security kernel) is
not improved, highly-critical applications that are protected
by the security kernel can be executedin parallel to the
conventional operating system. Moreover, PERSEUS allows
several instances of the conventional operating system, e.g.,
with different trust domains, to be executed in parallel.

Another advantage of the PERSEUS platform is the very
small trusted computing base (TCB), which enables an effi-
cient evaluation, e.g. according to the Common Criteria . This
is especially essential in the treated environment [24].

VI. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK

This paper discusses requirements and problems of allocat-
ing security functions into integrated networks in heteroge-
nous environments with respect to classical telecommunica-
tion services like voice delivery. Furthermore, we present a

multi-layer security framework that ensures secure end-to-end
communication in an heterogenous network environment and
that provides efficient Cross-Domain Mobility, Multi-Services
Requirements, Transparency and Multi-Level Security.

Open work is marked by providing inter-operable interfaces
that are capable with the various types of networking equip-
ment currently used in the respective networks.
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